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a b s t r a c t   

The vast compositional space in cubic Cr23C6-type compounds (space group Fm m3̄ ) opens up possibilities to 
tune properties by performing substitutions. In this study, the magnetic properties have been explored in a 
selected (Mn,Co)23B6-compound by the means of synchrotron X-ray diffraction, neutron powder diffraction, 
magnetometry and electronic structure calculations. Refinements of a structural model based on combined 
X-ray and neutron diffraction data revealed mixed metal occupancies at all metal positions. However, two 
sites were richer in Co and the other two showed an abundance of Mn. The magnetic characteristics showed 
a ferrimagnetic structure below 550 K, with the magnetic moments aligned along the crystallographic 
c-direction and the magnetic moments on corner atoms having an opposite direction compared to the rest, 
within the magnetic space group I mm m4 . The total magnetic moments extracted from magnetometry 
and neutron diffraction data gave similar values at 6 K, 20.1 and 18.2 μB/f.u., respectively. Results from 
electronic structure calculations are in reasonable agreement with the experimental findings. 

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. 
CC_BY_4.0   

1. Introduction 

Magnetic materials are a crucial component in numerous devices 
in the modern society, e.g., windmills for sustainable energy pro-
duction and electric motors. The use of magnetic materials is ex-
pected to grow continuously as the world is becoming ever more 
aware of the effects of climate change. There is a continuous need to 
develop new magnetic materials based on transition metals, to re-
place the rare-earth-containing alloys which are dominating the 
market for high-performance magnets today. Especially manganese 
containing compounds are interesting given the low cost of man-
ganese and the potential for a high magnetic moment of its alloys  
[1]. One issue with manganese in its pure form is that it orders 
antiferromagnetically, so alloying is necessary to transform the 
magnetic interactions to ferromagnetic. In this paper, we report on 
the structure-property relations in a Mn-Co-B alloy and determine 

its magnetic structure to provide insight into how best to harness 
the magnetic properties of Mn. 

Cr23C6 is a compound often found in steels and has interesting 
crystallographic properties [2]. The compound crystallizes 
within the cubic structure, space group (SG) Fm m3̄ , with a unit 
cell parameter of a = 10.638 Å. The C-atoms occupy the 24e po-
sition, whereas Cr is divided between the 4a, 8c, 32f and 48h 
positions, giving a total of 116 atoms per unit cell, i.e., 4 formula 
units. The atomic structure is visualized in Figure 1. There is a 
vast compositional space available given the number of crystal-
lographic sites that can be separated and occupied by one atom 
type, or mixed by several atoms. This gives possibilities of or-
dered and disordered compounds while still retaining the Fm m3̄
crystal symmetry. 

Upon generalization of the Cr23C6-type structure to M23X6 [3] or 
M23-xM′xX6 [4], with e.g., M = Co, Fe, Ni, M′ = Al, Mn and X = B, C, P, the 
chemical freedom within this structure becomes apparent. For Ni23- 

xAlxB6 the effects on the unit cell parameter were evaluated with 
respect to the Al content [5]. Since several magnetic elements can 
occupy the metal positions within the Cr23C6-type structure, inter-
esting magnetic properties can be found in these materials. 
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Examples of this are found in the Al3(Co,Fe,Ni)20B6-system. There the 
ferromagnetic moments per unit cell as well as the Curie transition 
temperature, TC, are tuneable with composition. The highest values 
are found for Al3Fe20B6 and decreases with Co-substitutions. The 
fully Ni-substituted compound, Al3Ni20B6, is a Pauli paramagnet at 
least down to 77 K [6]. 

Another set of isostructural compounds are the Mn3 M20P6 

(M = Ni and Pd) systems [7–9]. In these compounds the magnetic 
moments are only dependent on the Mn atoms which are located 
on the 4a and 8c sites, and the distance between those atoms is 
essential for the magnetic properties. Mn3Pd20P6 has a larger unit 
cell parameter than Mn3Ni20P6, 11.9563(2) Åand 11.0820(2) Å, 
respectively, which gives a ferromagnetic structure for Mn3Pd20P6  

[8]. The magnetic interactions in Mn3Ni20P6 are, however, more 
complex [9]. Mn3Ni20P6 has three antiferromagnetic (AFM) tran-
sitions, where the two Mn positions order independently of each 
other at 240 K (4a position) and 30 K (8c position). The third AFM 
transition occurs at 25 K and gives an incommensurate helical 
arrangement on both Mn sites. Similar AFM interactions with in-
dependent ordering on the 4a and 8c sites have also been ob-
served within RE3Ni20X6 (RE = rare earth element, X = Ge, Si) 
compounds [10–13]. 

Given the number of atomic sites in the Cr23C6-structure several 
possible compounds with varying compositions can occur by just 
using three constituting elements. Just considering Mn, Co and B, 
there are several compounds reported with different stoichiometry, 
e.g. Mn3Co20B6 [14], Mn2Co21B6 [15] and Mn7Co16B6 [16]. These three 
compounds are reported to have Mn fully occupying the 8c-site, and 
mixed occupancies of Co and Mn on the other metal positions to 
yield the desired stoichiometry. The unit cell parameter varies be-
tween 10.518 Åand 10.588 Åfor these different compositions. The 
magnetic properties of the compounds within the (Mn,Co)23B6-fa-
mily are yet unexplored. Therefore, this study aims to explore the 
magnetic properties of a specific compound with the nominal 
composition Mn3Co20B6. This has been done using a combination of 
synchrotron X-ray diffraction, neutron powder diffraction, magne-
tometry and electronic structure calculations, to fully understand 
the structural (nuclear and magnetic) and magnetic behavior of this 
compound. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Synthesis 

Stoichiometric quantities of powdered Co (Goodfellow, 99.9%), 
Mn (Goodfellow, 99.5%) and isotopically pure 11B (Eagle Picher, 
99.52%) were manually mixed together using a pestle and mortar. 
The mixture was placed in an Al2O3 crucible which was capped with 
Al2O3-wool. The crucible was sealed in an evacuated quartz-glass 
ampule and the sample was sintered at 1273 K for 2 days. Following 
confirmation of the structure using in-house X-ray diffraction, the 
sample was resealed in another evacuated ampule and annealed for 
an additional 12 h at 1273 K. 

2.2. Diffraction 

To elucidate the structural aspects of the sample both synchro-
tron radiation X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) and neutron powder 
diffraction (NPD) measurements were utilized. The X-ray diffraction 
measurements were performed at the P02.1 beamline at DESY in 
Hamburg, Germany [17]. Using a LaB6-standard the wavelength was 
determined to 0.20710 Åand a PerkinElmer XRD1621 detector was 
used with an exposure time of 5 s per diffraction pattern during the 
experiments. The sample was mounted in a quartz tube and placed 
in a sample cell [18] connected to a vacuum pump and argon gas. 
The sample was heated from room temperature up to 700 K at a rate 
of 12 K/min. The collected 2D diffraction patterns were azimuthally 
integrated to 1D patterns using the software Fit2D [19]. The neutron 
diffraction experiments were performed using the instrument Wish 
at ISIS in Didcot, UK [20]. The sample was placed in a vanadium can 
and measured in a temperature range between 6 and 700 K [21]. All 
diffraction patterns were then investigated using the Rietveld 
method [22] implemented in the software FullProf [23]. In the re-
finements, the Thompson-Cox-Hastings pseudo-Voigt and the T.O.F. 
convolution pseudo-Voigt profile functions were used for the XRD 
and NPD data, respectively, to describe the peak shapes, and the 
background was described by interpolation between chosen points. 
When determining the possible magnetic space groups to describe 
the magnetic arrangement in Mn3Co20B6 the tool k-SUBGROUPSMAG  
[24] from the Bilbao Crystallographic Server (BCS) was utilized. All 
crystal structures were visualized using the software VESTA [25]. 

2.3. Elemental analysis 

The composition and homogeneity of the material were in-
vestigated using a Zeiss Leo 1550 field emission SEM equipped with 
an Aztec energy dispersive X-ray detector (EDS). The data were 
collected using a powder sample attached to conducting carbon tape 
and the spectra were collected at 20 different points using an ac-
celerating voltage of 20 kV. Additionally, EDS maps were measured 
to investigate the homogeneity of the sample. 

2.4. Magnetism 

Isothermal magnetization curves were measured at various 
temperatures down to 6 K using a Quantum Design MPMS XL and at 
and above room temperature (RT) using a LakeShore 7400 series 
VSM equipped with a furnace. Magnetization versus temperature 
measurements were conducted using an applied field of 8 kA/m 
(0.01 T) up to 600 K at a rate of 1 K/min. 

2.5. Electronic structure calculations 

The electronic structure was investigated by solving the Kohn- 
Sham equations as implemented in the spin-polarized relativistic 

Fig. 1. Structural model for Cr23C6 with C shown in green and Cr in purple, with 
coordination polyhedra for the 4a and 8c positions in darker and lighter purple, re-
spectively. The Cr in the 32f-positions is on the corner of the tetrahedra surrounding 
8c whereas the 48h-positions are occupying the empty corners of the 4a polyhedra. 
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Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (SPR-KKR) code [26]. The chemical disorder 
was treated within the coherent potential approximation [27,28]. 
The Vosko-Wilk-Nusair [29] version of the local spin density ap-
proximation was employed as exchange-correlation functional. The 
scalar relativistic calculations were performed using the atomic 
sphere approximation for the shape of the external potential. The 
angular momentum cutoff of lmax = 3 was used in the multiple 
scattering expansion. A k-point grid consisting of ≈ 250 points in the 
irreducible Brillouin zone was employed for the self-consistent cal-
culations, and ≈ 1250 points for the density of state (DOS) and 
magnetic exchange interaction (Jij) calculations. The exchange 
parameters Jij between the atomic magnetic moments were calcu-
lated using the Liechtenstein-Katsnelson-Antropov-Gubanov form-
alism [30,31]. The Curie temperature was evaluated within the 
mean-field approximation [32] for ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic 
reference states. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Crystallographic properties 

To understand the magnetic interactions in the (Mn,Co)23B6 

compound, the nuclear structure needs to be explored fully. Due to 
the similar electron densities of Mn and Co, giving similar scattering 
power for X-rays, a combination of XRD and NPD was employed for 
this determination. At 700 K, the sample is in a paramagnetic state 
(see the magnetic properties section below) and thus the NPD pat-
terns should only contain information about the nuclear structure. 
Therefore, a joint crystal structure refinement with data from P02.1 
at DESY and the two detector banks (5 and 4) with the highest re-
solution from Wish at ISIS was performed, Figure 2. The refinement 

revealed that the purity of the (Mn,Co)23B6, SG Fm m3̄ , phase is 
~ 94 wt%, with two secondary phases, Co3B, SG Pnma, (~ 5 wt%) and 
Co, SG P63∕mmc, (~ 1 wt%). For the main phase, (Mn,Co)23B6, unit cell 
parameters, atomic positions, thermal displacement parameters 
(Biso) as well as the occupancy could be refined. The atomic positions 
and Biso parameters were restricted to take the same values for each 
crystallographic site. The occupancies on each site were refined in-
dependently but restricted so that all atomic positions were fully 
occupied. The refined parameters are summarized in Table 1, and 
show a clear preference for Co at the 48h and 32f positions whereas 
Mn prefers the 8c position and the occupancy at the 4a position is 
equal. The cubic unit cell parameter a was refined to 10.5873(3) Åat 
700 K. The total composition of the phase calculated from the re-
finement is Mn-rich (Mn4.7Co18.3B6) as compared to the nominal 
composition. However, the exact composition is challenging to re-
fine due to mixed occupancies on all metallic sites. Instead the 
composition of the sample was verified by independent composition 
measurements using EDS, which indicated smaller Mn-excess 
(Mn3.23Co19.77), with standard deviations of less than 2 at%, and in 
good agreement with the nominal composition. EDS mapping 
(shown in the supporting information (SI), Figure S1) of the pow-
dered sample suggested good homogeneity and an even distribution 
of Co/Mn over the areas studied. 

During the NPD experiment the sample was heated to 700 K, 
cooled to 6 K and then heated again to RT. The temperature 700 K is 
a high enough temperature that solid state diffusion could possibly 
occur and therefore measurements were done at start and end of 
the experiment to ensure that no structural changes occurred 
during the heating. The resulting NPD patterns from bank 2 are 
shown in Figure S2 and shows identical diffraction patterns. This 
means that no diffusion at any detectable level has occurred during 
the experiment and also shows that the refined nuclear structure 
model can be used for refinements of magnetic structures to the 
low temperature diffraction data. This further shows that the stu-
died compound is stable up to at least 700 K. 

3.2. Magnetic properties 

The experimentally obtained results from magnetometry for 
(Mn,Co)23B6 are summarized in Figure 3. Referring to the magneti-
zation curves at 6 K and 300 K in Figure 3(a) it is found that an ap-
plied magnetic field of 5T is enough to saturate the sample. The 
magnetic moment decreases from 20.1 μB/f.u. at 6 K to 17.7 μB/f.u. at 
300 K. These magnetic moments per formula units are in later sec-
tions compared to magnetic moments calculated from Rietveld re-
finements of neutron powder diffraction data as well as electronic 
structure calculations. The low field magnetization results presented 
in Figure 3(b) are essentially featureless from room temperature 
down to 6 K, indicating that no complex magnetic ordering occurs in 
that temperature range. This featureless magnetization versus 
temperature curve is essential for a correct description of the mag-
netic structure from NPD. Heating the sample slowly up to 600 K 
yields TC = 550 K with minimal thermal hysteresis, where TC is taken 

Fig. 2. Measured and calculated diffraction patterns from joint refinement using data 
from P02.1 and two detector banks from Wish at 700 K. Total χ2 = 9.29, RBragg = 7.95, 
3.14 and 2.83 for the P02.1, banks 5 and 4, respectively. 

Table 1 
Refined atomic positions from the joint refinement at 700 K for (Mn,Co)23B6. Standard error is given within the parenthesis. a = 10.5873(3) Å.         

Atom Wyckoff position x y z Occupancy Biso (Å2)  

B 24e  0.2743(3)  0  0  1  1.81(2) 
Co1 48h  0  0.1701(4)  0.1701(4)  0.878(5)  1.04(2) 
Mn1 48h  0  0.1701(4)  0.1701(4)  0.122(5)  1.04(2) 
Co2 32f  0.3828(4)  0.3828(4)  0.3828(4)  0.878(5)  0.76(1) 
Mn2 32f  0.3828(4)  0.3828(4)  0.3828(4)  0.122(5)  0.76(1) 
Mn3 8c  0.25  0.25  0.25  0.800(4)  1.55(3) 
Co3 8c  0.25  0.25  0.25  0.200(4)  1.55(3) 
Mn4 4a  0  0  0  0.507(3)  1.44(6) 
Co4 4a  0  0  0  0.493(3)  1.44(6) 
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from the inflection point of the dM/dT curve. As can be seen in SI, 
magnetic hysteresis curves collected before and after heating show 
minimal changes (< 0.1%) in for instance saturation magnetization. 

3.3. Magnetic structure 

To investigate the magnetic structure, NPD was carried out at 6 K. 
When comparing the diffraction patterns at 6 K and 700 K an in-
crease in the intensity of several reflections is observed, which is an 
effect of the magnetic ordering, shown in Figure S3. Increased in-
tensities at existing reflections, and nowhere else, indicate that the 
propagation vector k = (0 0 0) can be used. Using the structural in-
formation and the propagation vector, potential magnetic space 
groups (MSGs) with non-zero magnetic moments were investigated 
using BCS and the tool k-SUBGROUPSMAG [24]. This resulted in a 
number of possible MSGs that could describe the magnetic structure 
for (Mn,Co)23B6. All the possible magnetic subgroups are visualized 
in SI. The three MSGs with the highest symmetries, I mm m4 , 
Im m m and R m3̄ , were selected for further testing. It is worth to 
note that these three MSGs are subgroups that can be the result of a 
Landau-type transition, i.e. coming from a single irreducible re-
presentation. Figure 4 shows the obtained data and the refined 
model with MSG I mm m4 at 6 K. Upon performing refinements of 
the three different models, similar, but not identical, magnetic 
structure models were obtained. All models are ferrimagnetic, 
yielding magnetic moments per formula unit that are in line with 
the magnetometry results. In the models, the metal atom on the 4a- 
position aligns oppositely to all other metal atoms. However, the 
directions of the magnetic moments vary between the different 
MSGs. Since the different magnetic models have similar agreement 
factors and number of refined parameters, the difference in the 

MSGs can be found in their symmetries. As the MSG model 
I mm m4 has the highest symmetry, it is the preferred magnetic 
structure model and is the one shown in Figure 5 and Table 2. The 
transformation from the cubic space group Fm m3̄ to the tetragonal 
setting is performed using ( +a b( ) ( )1

2
1
2

, +a b( ) ( )1
2

1
2

, c; 0, 0, 0) and 
gives rise to a splitting of the metal position at 48h (Co1 in Table 1). 
The refined magnetic moments are all along the crystallographic c- 
direction in the cubic symmetry, and of a different sign for the 4a- 
site. The total magnetic moment from the refinement is 18.2 μB/f.u. 
at 6 K, which is in good agreement with the moment observed from 
the magnetometry. The moment size on e.g. Co2 and Mn4 is smaller 
than expected. However, the intermixing of Co and Mn on all sites 
makes it seems probable that there is competition of ferro- and 
antiferromagnetic interactions, giving a smaller net magnetic mo-
ment. Due to the nature of diffraction analysis, the magnetic mo-
ments cannot be resolved for each element, yielding only an average 
for the different crystallographic sites. 

As the magnetic structure model presented here is not the only 
unique solution to explain the magnetic behavior, further research is 

Fig. 3. (a) Magnetization in μB/f.u versus applied field at 6 K yielding a saturation 
magnetization of 20.1 μB/f.u. (black filled rectangles), which decreases to 17.7 μB/f.u at 
300 K. (open circles). (b) Magnetization versus temperature in an applied field μ0H 
= 0.01 T. Black filled rectangles refers to data collected with the Quantum Design 
MPMS XL system while the white open circles are data collected in the LakeShore 
7400 series VSM. 

Fig. 4. Measured and calculated multi-histogram diffraction patterns of the magnetic 
structure model I mm m4 at 6 K. RBragg = 3.87, 3.81, 3.60 and 3.10 for the banks 5, 4, 3 
and 2, respectively. The RMag-values are all comparable to RBragg. 

Fig. 5. Refined magnetic structure model for (Mn,Co)23B6 using the MSG I mm m4
with the moments of the cobalt- and manganese-rich sites depicted with blue and 
purple arrows, respectively. 
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needed to resolve this ambiguity. This would require single crystals 
of this compound to be synthesized. 

3.4. Electronic structure and magnetic properties 

Electronic structure and magnetic properties were studied for 
the refined nuclear structure with SG Fm m3̄ (cubic symmetry, 
crystallographic data listed in Table 1) as well as for the possible 
magnetic structures with MSGs I mm m4 (tetragonal symmetry, 
crystallographic data listed in Table S2), Im m m and R m3̄ (crystal-
lographic data listed in Table S3 and S4, respectively), by means of 
density functional theory. The density of states (DOS) of cubic 
(Mn,Co)23B6 with the Fm m3̄ is plotted with black lines in Figure 6. 
The system is metallic with a large number of states at the Fermi 
energy. States at the − 6–0 eV energy range mainly consist of hy-
bridized Co and Mn 3d states, while B s, and Co and Mn s and p states 
build the smaller DOS peak around − 8 eV. The energy shift of the 
spin up and spin down states results in a magnetic moment of 28.57 
μB/f.u. DOS for the experimentally attained magnetic structures are 
also plotted in Figure 6. These DOSs are almost identical with minor 
differences leading to a small reduction of the magnetic moment per 
formula unit calculated for the I mm m4 , Im m m and R m3̄ sym-
metries (24.1, 27.0 and 24.6 μB/f.u., respectively) compared to that 
calculated for the Fm m3̄ (28.57 μB/f.u.). 

Element and site resolved magnetic moments are listed in Table 2 
for the refined nuclear structure described by the Fm m3̄ space group 
(cubic symmetry) and for the refined magnetic structure with 
I mm m4 (tetragonal symmetry) for comparison to the experi-
mental data. They are defined as the weighted average of the 

element resolved local moments (mi) for a given site, i.e., msite 

= ∑icimi. ci is given by the occupancy of each position found in Tables  
1 and S2. The 0 K theoretical values for msite are larger then those 
obtained by NPD measurements. For the cubic symmetry, Fm m3̄ , the 
large difference between the magnetic moments of different 
Wyckoff positions mainly occupied by Co, i.e. 48h and 32f, respec-
tively, is not seen (Table 2). This will result in a considerably higher 
calculated magnetization per formula unit compared to the mea-
sured one. The difference between calculated and experimental 
moments is smaller for positions mainly occupied by Mn atoms, i.e., 
8c and 4a, respectively. The sign of the moment on the 4a site is 
captured well when the Fm m3̄ symmetry is applied in the calcula-
tions, but the magnitude is too high. The negative sign is a con-
sequence of the antiparallel alignment of Mn to Co. Mn has − 3.25 μB 

local moment, while Co possess 1.94 μB local moment. 
The best theoretical description for the magnetic properties is 

given by the I mm m4 tetragonal symmetry assuming a ferrimag-
netic state when Mn atoms in the 4a position orient antiparallel to 
the rest of the local moments. The calculated msite listed in Table 2 
are larger than the measured moments, this results in a larger 
average magnetic moment per f.u. compared to the experimental 
data but smaller than for the Fm m3̄ symmetry. Site and element 
resolved magnetic moments and corresponding Wyckoff positions 
for the cubic and tetragonal symmetries are listed in Table 3. The 
large difference between moments on 48h (16m + 8i) position and 
32f (16n) positions is well captured for the tetragonal symmetry, in 
contrast to the finding for the cubic case. The symmetry change 
results in the modification of both Co and Mn local moments on the 
32f positions. In the cubic symmetry, both Co and Mn local moments 
are large and positive for both the 48h and 32f positions (Table 3). 
The Co moments on the 48h position decrease for I mm m4 com-
pared to the Fm m3̄ symmetry. For Mn, the local moment on 32f is 
large and positive while on the 16n position it becomes smaller and 
negative. This is a consequence of the migration of electrons from 
the spin-up channel to the spin-down channel plotted in the lower 
panel of Figure 6. Therefore, msite on the 32f (16n) position becomes 
considerably smaller in the tetragonal description than in the cubic 
symmetry, resulting in a better agreement between the calculated 
data and the measured data. For 8c (4d) and 4a (2a), both Co and Mn 
local moments decrease with reduced symmetry. 

Table 2 
Refined atomic positions and magnetic moments along the c-direction from the refinement at 6 K for the metal positions. Standard error is given within parenthesis. a 
= 10.5022(3) Å. Last two columns list the magnetic moments for each Wyckoff position, i.e. msite = ∑icimi, calculated for the Fm m3̄ and I mm m4 structures, respectively. ci are 
given by the occupancy of each position from Table 1.          

Atom Wyckoff position x y z Magnetic moment (μB) msiteFm m3̄ (μB) msiteI mm m4 (μB)  

Co1(1) 48h  0  0.1695(4)  0.1695(4)  0.90(3)  1.36  1.27 
Co1(2) 48h  0.1695(4)  0.1695(4)  0  1.04(5)   1.27 
Co2 32f  0.3826(1)  0.3826(1)  0.3826(1)  0.36(3)  1.10  0.74 
Mn3 8c  0.25  0.25  0.25  2.22(6)  2.42  2.06 
Mn4 4a  0  0  0  -0.48(5)  -0.65  -0.57 

Fig. 6. Upper panel: Total density of states for the refined nuclear structure with 
Fm m3̄ symmetry plotted with black lines, and for the refined magnetic structures 
I mm m4 and Im m m plotted with red and blue lines, respectively, together with 
DOS for the R m3̄ symmetry represented by the gray shaded area. Vertical dashed 
black line indicates the Fermi level. Note, that DOS for the magnetic structures are 
very similar and they overlap considerably. Lower panel: Element resolved partial 
DOS for Mn occupying the 32f (Fm m3̄ symmetry, black line) and 16n (I mm m4 , red 
line) positions. 

Table 3 
Element and site resolved magnetic moments (m) calculated for the refined nuclear 
and magnetic structures, respectively.        

Atom Wyckoff 

position Fm m3̄

m (μB) Atom Wyckoff 
position I mm m4

m (μB)  

Co1 48h  1.26 Co1(1) 16m  1.18 
Mn1 48h  2.10 Mn1(1) 16m  1.89    

Co1(2) 8i  1.18    
Mn1(2) 8i  1.89 

Co2 32f  1.04 Co2 16n  0.88 
Mn2 32f  1.57 Mn2 16n  -0.26 
Mn3 8c  2.60 Mn3 4d  2.14 
Co3 8c  1.72 Co3 4d  1.65 
Mn4 4a  -3.25 Mn4 2a  -3.03 
Co4 4a  1.94 Co4 2a  1.89 
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Element resolved partial density of states plotted for Mn in the 
lower panel of Figure 6 reveals that the difference between the local 
magnetization of Mn in the tetragonal symmetry compared to the 
cubic symmetry is a consequence of the large shift of the electron 
population towards the spin-down channel for the tetragonal sym-
metry. As is visible, the spin-up channel in the cubic symmetry is 
more populated than the spin-down channel. For example there is a 
peak around − 3 eV as well as right below the Fermi level in the spin- 
up channel, while, in the spin-down channel, the lower lying peak 
moves towards higher energy and the Fermi level is situated well 
below the peak nearby. This distribution of the electrons between 
the energy channels will result in a large positive mMn on the 32f 
position. Contrary, in the spin-up channel of the tetragonal sym-
metry, the peak around − 3 eV lowers and also the Fermi level moves 
below the peak. The spin-down channel however gets more popu-
lated, resulting in a small negative mMn on the 16n position. For 
other positions there is not as large a change in the DOS by lowering 
the symmetry (see Figures S8 and S9). 

The most representative magnetic exchange coupling constants 
Jij between the metallic elements are plotted in Figure 7 for 
I mm m4 tetragonal symmetry. Co (Mn) atoms occupying 16m, 8i 
and 16n high multiplicity positions with high (low) occupation 
number are labeled as Co1(1) (Mn1(1)), Co1(2) (Mn1(2)) and Co2 
(Mn2), respectively, while Mn (Co) atoms occupying 4d and 2a low 
multiplicity positions with high (low) occupation number are la-
beled as Mn3 (Co3) and Mn4 (Co4), respectively. Co1(1) couples with 
medium strength (10–20 meV) positive coupling to all Co atoms (cf.  
Figure 7). JCo1(2)j

and JCo2j
are similar to JCo1(1)j

(see Figures S10 and 
S11). JCo3Co3, JCo3Co4, and JCo4Co4 are positive and small (< 5 meV) 
compared to the other interactions (shown in Figures S12 and S13). 
The JCoMn interactions are comparable in magnitude with the JCoCo 

interactions. Co1(1), Co1(2), Co2 and Mn atoms in 16m (Mn1(1)), 8i 

(Mn1(2)) and 8c (Mn3) positions (Figures 7, S10 and S11) couple 
with a medium strength positive coupling. JCoMn2 is small and ne-
gative, while JCo1Mn4 is small and positive and JCo2,3Mn4 are small and 
negative. JCo4Mn (plotted in Figure S13) is similar to JCo3Mn. The lar-
gest positive couplings (> 20 meV) are found between Mn atoms in 
16m (Mn1(1)), 8i (Mn1(2)) and Mn4 positions, JMn1(1)Mn4, JMn1(2)Mn4, 
JMn2Mn4, shown in Figures 7, S14 and S15. JMn2Mn3 are medium 
strength and positive, while JMn2Mn2, JMn2Mn4, JMn3Mn4 and JMn4Mn4 

are around 1–2 meV. JMn1(1)Mn1(1), JMn1(1)Mn1(2) and JMn1(2)Mn1(2) 

(Figure S14) are the strongest interactions and are negative 
(−30 meV). Jij for Mn3 and Mn4 are plotted on Figures S16 and S17. 

In the classical Heisenberg model the magnetic energy H is de-
fined as =H J e eij ij i j , where Jij is the exchange coupling constant 

and ei and ej are the unit vectors characterizing the orientation of 
the magnetic moments for atom i and j, respectively. By definition a 
positive Jij means ferromagnetic coupling, i.e. stabilizes the ferro-
magnetic solution. Keeping in mind the multiplicity and occupancy 
of all positions and that all Co atoms and Mn1, Mn3 atoms possess 
positive moments, and Mn2 and Mn4 possess negative moments, 
the following conclusions can be made. All JCoCo, JCoMn1, JCoMn3 

(where both Jij and mi > 0) will establish a ferromagnetic solution for 
the Heisenberg Hamiltonian of the (Mn,Co)23B6 system. JCoMn2 will 
lower the energy stabilizing the antiparallel alignment of Mn2 
(Jij < 0). JCoMn4 increases the magnetic energy ((Jij > 0, ei = +1, ej = −1), 
but the magnitude is small, so this effect is negligible. This is also the 
case for all JCo4Co and JCo4Mn. All JMnMn (where either Jij > 0 and ei = −1, 
ej = +1 or Jij < 0 and ei , ej = +1) and JCoMn4 and JCoMn2 (where Jij > 0 and 
ei = −1, ej = +1) will increase the magnetic energy for the ferri-
magnetic configuration of (Mn,Co)23B6 system. These effects result 
in a higher energy for ferrimagnetic (Mn,Co)23B6 compared to the 
ferromagnetic solution. 

To shed more light on the magnetic properties of (Mn,Co)23B6 

system, total energy calculations have been performed for the ex-
perimental composition and for a partially ordered (Mn,Co)23B6, 
with Co occupying 100% the 48h (16m + 8i) and 32f (16n) positions, 
50% Co on the 4a position, while Mn fully occupies the 8c position 
and 50% Mn is present on the 4a position, in different magnetic 
states. The total energy difference is defined as ΔE = Eferrimagnetic 

− Eferromagnetic. Here Eferrimagnetic corresponds to a magnetic state 
where the magnetic moment of Mn4 (mMn4) is antiparallel to other 
magnetic moments, in agreement with the experimental findings, 
while Eferromagnetic corresponds to a magnetic state where mMn4 is 
parallel to other local moments. The total energy differences listed in  
Table 4 show that for the partially ordered (Mn,Co)23B6 the ferri-
magnetic solution has lower energy compared to the ferromagnetic 
state regardless of the symmetry. In contrast, for the experimental 
chemical arrangement, i.e., Mn-Co intermixing on the Co main po-
sitions, the total energy difference ΔE decreases compared to the 
partially ordered case in the cubic symmetry. That means that the 
ferrimagnetic solution is less stable for the disordered phase than for 
the partially ordered case. For the tetragonal symmetry, the ferro-
magnetic solution gets the lowest energy for the disordered phase. 
Analysis of Jijs for partially ordered (Mn,Co)23B6, reveal that without 
the destabilizing effect of the large negative coupling exhibited by 
Mn “impurities" on the Co positions, (Mn,Co)23B6 becomes ferri-
magnetic where Mn on the 4a position has an opposite alignment 

Fig. 7. Magnetic exchange interactions Jij as a function of distance expressed in units 
of lattice parameter a for disordered (Mn,Co)23B6 in the MSG I mm m4 . Full symbols 
represent atoms with high occupation on their own positions, while empty symbols 
belong to atoms with low occupation number. Blue stands for Jij between Co atoms, 
magenta stands for Jij between Mn atoms and shaded maroon stands for JCo-Mn 

(JMn-Co). 

Table 4 
Total energy differences in mRy/f.u. calculated at 0 K, i.e. ΔE = Eferrimagnetic 

− Eferromagnetic, for different magnetic solutions of the cubic (Fm m3̄ ) and tetragonal 
(I mm m4 ) structures. Negative values correspond to the case where the ferrimag-
netic solution has lower energy.     

ΔE Fm m3̄ (cubic) I mm m4 (tetragonal)  

partially ordered  -5.8  -8.1 
disordered  -5.2  13.9 
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compared to the other atoms. JCoCo and JCoMn interactions, plotted in  
Figure 8, are affected by ordering only in the magnitude within 
1–3 meV range. Mn-Mn interactions are very small and are plotted 
on Figures S19 and S20. 

The magnetic transition temperatures, TC, are estimated using 
the mean-field approximation for ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic 
configurations with both cubic and tetragonal structures. The ob-
tained data are listed in Table 5. Observations show that the different 
magnetic configurations have less effect on the Curie temperature 
than chemical ordering. The antiparallel coupling of Mn atoms in the 
4a position stabilizes the ferrimagnetic state of partially ordered 
(Mn,Co)23B6 resulting in an increase of the magnetic transition 
temperature by 100 K. In case of disordered (Mn,Co)23B6 the anti-
parallel coupling of Mn atoms in the 4a position destabilizes both 
the ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic solution, therefore the mag-
netic transition temperature is lower. 

4. Conclusion 

In this study a compound in the (Mn,Co)23B6-system has been 
successfully synthesized via a high temperature solid-state powder 
route. It crystallizes in the cubic space group Fm m3̄ , with inter-
mixing of Mn and Co at four crystallographic sites. Combination of 
synchrotron X-ray and neutron diffraction at 700 K revealed that 
there is a partial ordering of the metals with Co- and Mn-rich po-
sitions. Magnetometry revealed a magnetic transition at 550 K upon 

heating, with no additional magnetic transitions at lower tempera-
tures, and a saturated magnetic moment of 20.1 μB/f.u. at 6 K. The 
magnetic structure was evaluated with neutron diffraction which 
revealed a ferrimagnetic ordering along the crystallographic c-di-
rection in the magnetic space group I mm m4 . The magnetic mo-
ments in the corner positions align in the opposite direction 
compared to magnetic moments in other positions. The total mag-
netic moment was refined to 18.2 μB/f.u., which is in good agreement 
with the magnetometry value. First principles calculations support 
the ferrimagnetic state for an ordered (Mn,Co)23B6. However, when 
10% Mn is accommodated on the Co main sites, 0 K calculations re-
veal a ferromagnetic ground state with larger average magnetization 
compared to the measured ones for the I mm m4 symmetry. The 
discrepancy between measured and calculated magnetic moments 
may be resolved by establishing a ferrimagnetic magnetic config-
uration for the theoretical model that applies to the I mm m4
symmetry. The use of Mn impurities to destabilize a ferrimagnetic 
state in favor of a ferromagnetic one remains an interesting prospect 
within the field of magnetism. It could potentially be an avenue to 
further improve functional properties of magnetic materials. 
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Fig. 8. Magnetic exchange interactions Jij of Co-Co and Co-Mn atoms in the partially 
ordered (Mn,Co)23B6 in the I mm m4 symmetry. Blue stands for Jij between Co atoms, 
and shaded maroon stands for JCo-Mn (JMn-Co). 

Table 5 
Mean-field estimates of the Curie temperatures (TC) for different magnetic solutions 
of the cubic (Fm m3̄ ) and tetragonal (I mm m4 ) structures.        

Fm m3̄ (cubic) I mm m4 (tetragonal) 

TC ferro ferri ferro ferri  

partially ordered  801  773  748  741 
disordered  738  727  626  612 
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